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Solving Problems

IT HealthCheck assessments utilize advanced data collection engines to identify key 
problems and opportunities for improvement in an IT environment. Once key concerns 
have been identified using concrete metrics, the assessment “maps” these problems and 
opportunities to potential solutions.

Rarely is there only one solution to a problem or only one way to capture an opportunity 
for improvement. In addition, some solutions may solve multiple problems and provide for 
optimization across several opportunities. Time, cost, and complexity are important factors 
to consider as you review the results. The assessment provides you with options, so that 
you can decide which solution(s) work best for your organization. 

Index of Main Report Checks
Here is a list of the checks we run on your environment along with the questions that they 
answer in the main report: 

Check Description
Category: Network

Critical Uplinks with Discards Do you have infrastructure uplinks that are dropping packets due to 
resource constraints or misconfiguration?

Critical Uplinks with Errors Do you have infrastructure uplinks that experience packet loss due to 
interface errors?

Device Buffer Failures Do you have devices dropping packets due to buffer failures or No-Memory?

High CPU Utilization Do you have Network Devices with 95th Percentile CPU Utilization in 
excess of 80%?
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Check Description
IP Subnet Exhaustion Do you have ranges that show more than 80% utilized for IP space?

Network Device Lifecycle Do you have End of Support Devices in your network?

Network Device Lifecycle II Do you have EoS devices that hold servers?

Network Oversubscription Are there line cards and/or network switches that are oversubscribed 
and causing performance problems?

Network Software Consistency Do you have the same IOS on all Network devices that have the same 
major family model?

Overutilization Do you have interfaces that show drops with corresponding utilization?

PSIRT Devices in Network Are there open PSIRTs on any devices you have?

Public IP Use Are you utilizing public IPs in your environment?

Router Interfaces with Discards Do you have Router interfaces that are dropping packets due to resource 
constraints or misconfiguration?

Router Interfaces with Errors Do you have Router interfaces that experience packet loss due to 
interface errors?

Routing Protocol Do you have a mix of routing protocols (OSPF, Static, RIP, EIGRP, BGP)?

Shared Uplinks with Discards Do you have Shared uplinks that are dropping packets due to resource 
constraints or misconfiguration?

Shared Uplinks with Errors Do you have shared uplinks that experience packet loss due to interface 
errors?

SNMP Management Do you have at least 90% of network devices with SNMP Read-Only access?

Spanning Tree Block 10GB Do you have any 10GB Ethernet ports that are blocking?

Spanning Tree Block Wrong Are there any links that should be Etherchannels that are actually blocking?

Category: Server

Backup Failures Do you have backup failures in your environment for low disk space?
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Check Description
Backup Failures Do you have backup job failures that need to be reconfigured?

Backup Failures Do you have backup failures due to media failures?

Disk Latency Do you have physical disks that show 95th Percentile Disk latency > 40 ms?

High CPU Utilization Do you have Servers with 95th Percentile CPU Utilization in excess of 90%?

High I/O Latency on Shared Storage Do you have Read or Write latency to a shared datastores?

High Memory Utilization Do you have Servers with 95th Percentile Memory Utilization in excess 
of 90%?

Hypervisor CPU Oversubscription Is your VMware Hypervisor CPU oversubscribed?  VMware recommends 
less than 5% CPU Ready time for all VMs.

Hypervisor CPU VM Swap Do you have VMs suffering from performance problems caused by 
Memory Swapping to disk?

Hypervisor Disk Command Aborts Do you have VMware hosts or guests with aborted storage commands?

Hypervisor Memory Oversubscription Do you have VMware Servers with performance degradation due to 
Memory Swap In / Swap Out?

Logical Disk Exhaustion Do you have Windows disks that are running out of space (i.e. > 90% 
utilized)?

Potential Virtualization Do you have physical servers that would be good candidates for 
virtualization?

Server End of Life Is your physical server hardware retired or end of life?

Server Links with Discards Do you have interfaces connected to Windows Servers that are dropping 
packets due to resource constraints or misconfiguration?

Server Links with Errors Do you have interfaces connected to Windows Servers that experience 
packet loss due to interface errors?

Server Reboots Are any servers rebooting unexpectedly?

Virtual Switch Input Packet Loss Do you have receive packet loss occurring on virtual switchports?
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Check Description
Virtual Switch Output Packet Loss Do you have transmit packet loss occurring on virtual switchports?

Windows Desktop OS End of Life Do you have Windows Desktops that are running OS versions that are 
already end of life or that will be end of life within the next 18 months?

Windows Server OS End of Life Do you have Windows Servers that are running OS versions that are 
already end of life or that will be end of life within the next 18 months?

Category: Unified Communications

1% or more Poor Simulations Do you have Simulation Groups that have poor ratings in over 1% of 
simulations?

Abandoned / Dropped Calls Are there Hunt / Route Lists with abandonded calls?

CallManager End of Support Is your Cisco Callmanager Version End of Support or approaching  EoS?

CallManager Upgrades Available Are there upgrades available for your CUCM which add additional Features?

HD Video Conferencing (1080p Good) What number of interfaces will NOT support 1 1080p HD Video Conference 
(3 Mbps Max)?

HD Video Conferencing (720p Good) What number of interfaces will NOT support 1 720p HD Video Conference 
(1 Mbps Max)?

Hunt List vs. Contact Agent Are there hunt lists configured (that take calls) but no contact center?

Potential G.711 Calls Supported How many G.711 VoIP Calls can your network support, with properly 
deployed QoS, before you begin to punish other traffic?

Potential G.729a Calls Supported How many G.729 VoIP Calls can your network support, with properly 
deployed QoS, before you begin to punish other traffic?

Shared Lines vs. Presence Do you have an opportunity to use Presence instead of busy lamp fields 
and shared lines to communicate status?

Too Many IM/Chat Applications Are there more than 2 IM / Chat clients deployed?

Video Devices Deployed Are there existing Video Conferencing devices deployed in your 
environment?
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Benchmarking
Each assessment provides a benchmark to the IT community based on thousands of 
assessments performed each year from all verticals and sizes. You will be able to see the 
percentage of your peers and competitors that are affected by each issue. You can understand 
not only how you are performing, but how you compare to the broader IT community. To 
assist with this, the assessment provides comparative analytics that help you understand 
how many of your IT peers have these same issues and opportunities. 

You will also be issued our exclusive TopIT Score in the main report. Your TopIT Score is 
based on thousands of data points from each technology and focus area. Within each 
technology focus there are additional weighted factors based on the severity or importance 
of various data sets. 

By doing this, a comprehensive analysis of the overall state of the IT environment can be 
made and easily compared. The scores provided also contain the relative percentile ranking 
against all other assessments performed to provide a solid comparison as to how your IT 
ranks against others.
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Preparing for Change: 
Rightsizing your Environment

A HealthCheck assessment delivers maximum value when used as a catalyst for change within 
your IT environment. The assessment analyzes issues and opportunities for improvement. 
Its analysis also covers your IT “Fit” for specific initiatives, such as:

 � Unified Communications

 � IP Video Conferencing

 � Compute Virtualization

You can utilize the main report to assist in the preparation for change, as well as to gather 
Business Intelligence about your own IT environment so that you can effectively plan for 
the future.

TrafficSim
The new TrafficSim feature allows you to simulate real time traffic (VoIP and Video 
conferencing), near real time traffic (video streaming, Citrix Desktop), and data applications 
(CRM, EMR, etc.). You will be able to evaluate your environment and your readiness to deploy 
advanced applications. 

Features and Benefits

 � Virtual Architecture

 � VoIP, Video, and Data Profiles that can be run simultaneously

 � Cloud-Based Control Interface

 � Simple Deployment
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 � Schedule tests across multiple sites from one interface

 � Customize QoS Markings and Quality Scores

What do I get with TrafficSim that I wouldn’t with other traffic simulators?

Some traffic simulators tell you that your flow experienced loss. TrafficSim can provide a 
much more thorough analysis. We can correlate simulation data with underlying network 
performance. 

We scan the entire path, beyond just the service provider’s network, to show you exactly 
where you experience issues, and how you can fix them. TrafficSim is a turn-key feature 
and ready to go when you are. 

Equipment Lifecycle Refresh
HealthCheck engagements include detailed information regarding the lifecycle of network 
equipment in your environment. This information is based on multiple data sets. First, is 
Cisco Discovery Services. It provides excellent analysis of equipment and software lifecycle 
as well as security vulnerability details. You must accept the Cisco Terms and Conditions 
in order to access this data. All major milestones are provided for reference and use by you 
as you plan your lifecycle management strategies. For assessments that do not accept the 
Terms and Conditions for utilizing CDS or that have non-cisco equipment, we utilize our 
own lifecycle database to attempt to match devices for End of Life. This match is limited 
to equipment only (no software or security) and provides excellent information regarding 
Cisco and non-Cisco equipment. 

Security Updates
Cisco Discovery Services also include IOS security vulnerability notifications, which are 
published for significant security issues that directly involve Cisco products and require 
an upgrade, fix, or other customer action. In all security publications, Cisco discloses 
the minimum amount of information required for an end-user to assess the impact of a 
vulnerability and any potential steps needed to protect their environment. Cisco does not 
provide vulnerability details that could enable someone to craft an exploit.


